Christian Porter Sues the ABC for Defamation
While on stress leave for mental health?
The day after his Liberal party was obliterated in WA
and on the day of a nationwide women’s rally.
But backed up ably by his Prime Minister who said …

Tone deaf?
Truth will be part of the defence which will entail witnesses etc.
A de-facto inquiry but the ABC will not have the resources of a full inquiry.
Australia’s plaintiff-friendly defamation law gives him a very good chance at winning whereas as
independent inquiry will probably result in an inconclusive finding.

Essential Poll on Sexual Assault

WA Election
… the current 69-31 two party result is probably the most lopsided ever in Australian electoral
history for any state or federally.
Lower House predicted result – Labor 50, Libs 3 Nats 5
With 30.8% of the upper house vote counted, the ABC’s group ticket voting calculators are giving
Labor 23 of the 36 seats (up eight), the Liberals six (down three), the Nationals four (steady), Legalise
Cannabis one, the Shooters and Fishers one (steady) and the Greens one (down three).
A landslide required to secure the upper house

The Legislative Council is elected from six regions. Three of those regions cover metropolitan Perth,
which as of 2021 includes 75.8% of all enrolled voters. The other three regions cover the remainder
of the state. Each region elects six members.
This means that less than one quarter of all voters get to choose half the members of the upper
house. The malapportionment is even worse, since the South West region covers more electors than
the Agricultural and Mining and Pastoral regions combined.

Big wins based on Covid response
Qld, WA,
Probably NSW
From SMH
NSW Labor leader Jodi McKay would lose her own seat and the party would suffer its worst primary
vote in almost 120 years if a state election were held now, according to internal polling that is likely
to put further pressure on the embattled opposition leader.
The poll predicts Labor’s primary vote has crashed to 23.9 per cent, a figure lower than the landslide
loss of 2011 under former premier Kristina Keneally (25.6 per cent) and an 8.4 per cent drop in
primary vote on the 2019 election. It would be the lowest primary vote recorded by NSW Labor since
1904.
The poll, taken in recent weeks by ALP pollster Redbridge and supplied to Nine and the Herald by the
AWU, comes as the weekend’s West Australian election underlined the difficulty oppositions face
gaining traction in the COVID-19 pandemic. Mark McGowan’s Labor government was returned with
an increased majority, winning 52 of that state’s 59 seats.
What will that mean federally?
In February 2001, Peter Beattie led Queensland Labor to 66 of the 89 lower house seats, to just 15
for the Coalition parties. But in November 2001, the federal Coalition under John Howard was reelected, with the Coalition winning 19 of the 27 federal Queeensland seats.

Essential Poll

Gender Votes
From The Big Smoke
Women are obviously a significant demographic, and data shows they are already drifting away from
the Liberal Party.
So, what’s at stake when it comes to women voters and the Liberals at the next election?
The Australian Election Study is a nationally representative survey of voter behaviour that has run
after all federal elections since 1987.
In 2019, it showed that although the Liberal-National Coalition won the federal election, the Liberal
Party attracted the lowest proportion of women’s votes since 1987.
While 45% of men gave their first preference to the Liberal Party, just 35% of women did so. Parties
on the political left also had an advantage among women, with 6% more women than men voting for
the Greens, and a smaller margin of 3% more women voting for Labor.
Looking at the gender gap over time, we see it has actually reversed over the past 30 years. Back in
the 1990s, women were slightly more likely to vote for the Liberal party, and men were more likely
to vote Labor.
This has gradually switched, so men now prefer the Liberal Party and women prefer Labor. The
gender gap in voting Liberal is now at its greatest point on record.
This reversal of the gender gap in voting behaviour isn’t unique to Australia, it has also been
observed in other democracies including in Europe and North America.
There are a number of factors underpinning this transformation of gender and voting in Australia.

This includes tremendous social change, such as women’s increased participation in higher
education. Higher education is associated with a political ideology that is further to the left.
Women’s increased participation in the labour force is also a factor. The election study shows in
1990, 41% of union members were women, by 2019, that figure had increased to 55%.
But womens’ voting behaviour can also be attributed to major changes in Australia’s major political
parties. Back in the early 1990s, women were similarly underrepresented in both the major parties
— just 13% of parliamentarians in 1990 were women.
Since then, Labor has dramatically increased its proportion of women in parliament, reaching 47%
through party quotas as of the . The Liberal Party on the other hand, has made slower
progress, reaching just 23% at the most recent election.
New research published in the journal Electoral Studies shows left-leaning women are more likely to
support female candidates.

Gender in Politics
From Crikey
Politicians are also maldistributed: In politics, that “ascension” remains, to be charitable, a work in
progress. Less than 20% of Coalition House of Reps MPs are female, compared to 42% of Labor MPs.
It’s better in the Senate: 42% for the Coalition and over 60% for Labor, including its two Senate
leaders, and two-thirds for the Greens. Nationally, just one quarter of Liberal MPs in lower houses at
all levels of government are female, and 17.5% of Nats, compared to 44% of Labor MPs. It’s onethird of Liberal upper house members, compared to 50% for Labor and 47% for the Nats.
From Stock Exchange data: for the top 300 listed companies, there are 2057 directors, of whom only
31% are women. There are 1709 non-executive directors, of whom 36% are female.

NTOS Update
Satanic Beer
Prayers in parliament
RI
Other cases – Aust Post and Grace Grace – 120 days
Donations welcome

Landon Hardbottom
Has a message for Shae

Is it racist to ponder what the skin colour of a new baby will be?

From Spiked
Maybe I missed something here. Or maybe I am just completely naive. But why is it racist to ponder
what the skin colour of a new baby will be?
According to most of the American and British media, post the Harry and Meghan interview, it
absolutely is racist. It’s horrendous. Evil. Bigoted.
My kids often point out that within our own family, the five of us are all completely different skin
colours. They think it’s really cool, and even cooler to talk about it. For them, it is a source of positive
fascination. When it comes to race and religion, they want to know more, learn more, embrace
more. At my daughter’s birthday party in February last year in Bolivia (where we live for some of the
year), the guests included an indigenous Indian, a black Brazilian and a Bolivian of Japanese ancestry.
Many languages, many colours, many questions and many laughs. Did one of the parents go online
to see who matched which Dulux paint colour scheme? Yes, guilty as charged. And that makes them
racist? Come on. Get real.

Boss of MinterEllison reportedly leaves law firm over Christian Porter furore
From The Guardian
The chief executive of MinterEllison has reportedly left, after a furore erupted about the law firm
representing Christian Porter.
Annette Kimmitt will leave the firm in coming months, the Australian Financial Review reported,
after the board told her that her position was no longer tenable after a meeting on Tuesday.
Kimmitt sent an email to the firm’s more than 2,500 staff last week after learning that one of its
most experienced lawyers, Peter Bartlett, was representing Porter, who last week identified himself
as the cabinet minister at the centre of a rape allegation, which he categorically denied.
She apologised for any “pain” caused by the decision to take the attorney general on as a client,
claiming that Bartlett had not gone through the proper approval process before taking the case and
that she had only learned about his involvement from the media.
“The nature of this matter is clearly causing hurt to some of you, and it has certainly triggered hurt
for me,” she wrote.

Boomer Feminism – is this a thing Shae?
From the SMH
… I am deeply conscious that I am beholden to the women who went before me, who made it
possible for me to choose education, independent travel and a career. I have also had plenty of time
to reflect on some of the ways in which feminism has not worked for women, on the shallowness of
the feminism we celebrate, and the unintended consequences of Boomer-era feminism.
… Significantly, Boomer feminism brought us the sexual revolution. In some perverse ways, the “rape
culture” young women are currently protesting is a consequence of Boomer failure to review the

progress of the revolution. Without further attention, the benefits of sexual liberation accrued only
to the already privileged, and the young and the disadvantaged have been lumped with the costs.
While ground-breaking feminist Germaine Greer sowed her wild oats, women without her maturity,
social class and intellectual advantages went from being chattels to commodities. Centuries of
tradition about the right and wrong way for men and women to interact were swept away – and I
am not sorry to see most of it go – but without it there was a void, which has been left for boys and
girls to fill as best they can …
This has contributed to the difficult conversations now arising around consent and its grey areas.
“We haven’t yet developed a vocabulary to deal with the disappointments, regrets, heartache,
confusion and frustration that come with sexual freedom,” says Claire Lehmann, editor of ideas
website Quillette. “The irony is that in focusing so much on ‘consent’ we have forgotten about the
emotional and moral valence of sex. So it’s not surprising that many young people have no
vocabulary to deal with its many complexities other than a black and white legal concept.” Thanks to
the birth control pill, women and men can be free of the biological consequences of sex. But sex still
has consequences we are looking for ways to express.
Marriage rates dropped as sexual freedom caught on. With no other way for women to meet the
expectations of a male-centric workforce, many women forwent children. While some women are
glad to be free of their biological destiny, others have lived to regret it. The early 2000s saw a spate
of rueful articles by women who had missed their childbearing years in pursuit of the Boomer
feminist dream. Marriage rates slightly increased after that – again chiefly among the middle classes
– but women are still having fewer children than they say they would like. And yes, alongside
workforce participation, these should be feminist issues. Especially because poorer women are more
likely to be unintentionally single mothers.
… As a new generation of women makes itself heard, middle-class Boomers should not once again
make the moment about them. I hope the women converging on Parliament House on Monday will
reflect as they do so on what must be done better. It’s time for change, and more Boomer feminism
is the last thing we need.
Parnell Palme McGuinness is managing director strategy and policy at strategic communications
firm Agenda C.
But …

Tory Shepherd calls BS
From Crikey
Saying that feminism didn’t save every woman is like blaming Luke Skywalker for Han Solo’s death
without mentioning the Galactic Empire.
Any skilled bullshitter knows that, in order to effectively hoodwink people, you sneak the bullshit
into a truth sandwich. Presumably Sydney Morning Herald columnist Parnell Palme McGuinness also
knows this, because over the weekend she blamed “boomer feminists” for rape culture.

“Rape culture” (yes, in scare quotes) she says, “is a consequence of boomer failure to review the
progress of the revolution.”
She got a couple of things right. We are in a transformational feminist moment. And it is entirely
correct to point out that the spoils of female empowerment have not been evenly distributed. But
those morsels of truth are not enough to disguise the rot within.
Let’s review.
Bullshit #1: It takes a special kind of internalised misogyny to blame boomer feminists for rape
culture. As though feminism is some sort of corporation that failed to meet its KPIs.
Feminism was, and is, a work in progress — an ever-evolving movement that is railing against the
status quo and rallying for change.
Saying that feminism didn’t save every woman is like blaming Luke Skywalker for Han Solo’s death
without mentioning the Galactic Empire.
Bullshit #2: The next instalment of codswallop is McGuinness arguing that feminism meant some
women “went from being chattels to commodities”.
It’s quite hard to digest that word salad. Did women go from being owned to being traded? Did they
become fungible?
Bullshit #3: On we wade through the mire, to McGuinness’ claim that the sexual revolution “swept
away … centuries of tradition about the right and wrong way for men and women to interact”.
It was a simpler time when those centuries of tradition made it legal for a man to rape his wife,
when those centuries of tradition made it commonplace that a woman was considered responsible
for her own rape, when those centuries of tradition made women chattels. Or commodities. Or
whatever.
McGuinness did say she was “not sorry to see more of [these traditions] go”, but complains about
the “void” left behind. Hm. It’s so all so complicated now that women (theoretically) get to say “no”!
Bullshit #4: “Thanks to the birth control pill, women and men can be free of the biological
consequences of sex. But sex still has consequences we are looking for ways to express.”
Here’s one of the lovely things about today, thanks to feminism (and medical science): sex doesn’t
have to have consequences. Sex can just be a frolic. Thanks to the birth control pill (and other
devices) women can control their own fertility and can enjoy sex that is consciously uncoupled from
procreation.
Sure, talking about consent can be complicated. But is it really more complicated than the “centuries
of tradition” when no one talked about consent at all?
Bullshit #5: This is next-level steaming guano. McGuinness laments that once women had access to
birth control, marriage rates dropped, and more women “forwent” children. And then lamented the
lack of those children.

Let’s try the counterfactual. McGuinness suggests that giving women freedom, control over their
ovaries, and the right to not get raped (even within marriage) meant that some women didn’t have
as many kids as they might have liked.
What’s the other option? That women should be forced into marriage and procreation, denied birth
control, and that somehow they would be happier?
Bullshit #6: McGuinness laments the backlash against the Me Too movement. She points to a US
study that found some men are more reluctant to hire women because they fear false accusations of
sexual assault. And another that found people are just as concerned about false accusations as they
are about actual assaults.
Most people would interpret that as proof companies need more women in leadership, more
education on consent, more breaking down of big swinging dick cultures. And they would point out
the rarity of false allegations. But McGuinness sees it as an indictment on women.
Silly women, complaining about men raping them. Don’t they realise that other women have sons
and might not like the suggestion that their sons might be rapey?
What a crock. Those studies show the need for more feminism, not less.
This abhorrent, multi-layered baloney has been served up just as tens of thousands of women
prepare to take to the streets to voice their anger about all the ways in which women are
infantilised, minimised, raped, assaulted, ignored, dismissed, gaslit and more.
There’s no hiding the fact it’s a shit sandwich.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Petition EN2215
The link

News Corp gives Kevin Rudd the silent treatment
From The Guardian
News Corp Australia would be hard-pressed to argue it doesn’t take a uniform approach to coverage
across its newspapers – when it comes to Murdoch critic-in-chief Kevin Rudd, anyway.
Two recent examples show the way the company handles the former prime minister is nothing if not
consistent: identical coverage across all the newspapers or nothing.
When Rudd appeared before the media diversity inquiry last month and declared Australian
politicians are frightened of Rupert Murdoch, the mastheads across eight states and territories took
a remarkably similar approach. The headline was “Why Rudd is wrong on News: Diversity ‘shaped by
web’” .
But when Rudd appeared at the National Press Club on Wednesday and made headlines in nonMurdoch media for saying “the age of male sexual entitlement is over”, News Corp was silent.
While the Australian sent Canberra reporter Greg Brown along to cover the address, the broadsheet
didn’t publish a word of copy, not even a gossip column item. But here’s the thing: neither did any
other Murdoch newspaper. Crickets. Now it wasn’t an earth-shattering story, to be fair, and he did
criticise the boss relentlessly, but other media including SBS, the West Australian, the Australian
Financial Review, Nine, Guardian Australia, the New Daily and Ten covered it extensively.

Murdoch Papers and Iraq
From John Menadue in the JM blog
(What would he know? 7 years as general manager of Newscorp.)
There is probably no more obvious example of how News Corp works than the way it supported
George Bush’s invasion of Iraq, assisted by Australia. The war was illegal, unprovoked and
unnecessary. Before the invasion, during it and in the years since, neither News Corp nor any other
mainstream media in Australia has ever confessed to error, its unprofessionalism.
Media organisations such as the Washington Post, the New York Times and the Economist have all
apologised for their mistaken assessments and their encouragement of the invasion of Iraq, and its
terrible consequences, particularly for the Iraqi people, the region and even the lives of the invaders.
We are less safe in Australia because our troops are still over there.
Of the 175 Murdoch papers worldwide all but one, the Hobart Mercury, supported the war. But
the Mercury was soon brought into line. Murdoch editors and opinion writers are great mind readers

Female MP awarded Japan’s most sexist comment
Every country has its red necks
From The Guardian
Of all the candidates for Japan’s most sexist comment of the year, there seemed to be only one
possible winner – Yoshiro Mori, the former head of the Tokyo 2020 Olympic organising committee,
who was forced to resign last month after complaining that women “talked too much” during
meetings.
But even Mori was unable to compete with Mio Sugita, a conservative politician with a history
of insulting women and members of the LGBT community.
Sugita, an MP representing the ruling Liberal Democratic party (LDP), was named the winner this
week after an online vote organised by Noaseps (No to all sexist public speeches), a group
comprising academics and campaigners that highlights gender discrimination in Japan.
Sugita emerged as a contender in September last year when she told fellow LDP lawmakers at a
private meeting that “women can lie as much as they like” about sexual violence.
… While Mori resigned after his comments sparked uproar in Japan and overseas, Sugita – an ally of
the former prime minister, Shinzo Abe – has survived calls for her to resign.
She finished second in the 2019 vote – after saying that members of the LGBT community were
“unproductive” because they cannot have children.

Sugita wrote in a magazine article that same-sex couples “don’t produce children. In other words,
they lack productivity and, therefore, do not contribute to the prosperity of the nation”, she said,
while questioning the use of taxpayers’ money to support gay marriages.

Burqa ban
From SMH
Berlin: Swiss voters have narrowly approved a proposal to ban face coverings, both the niqabs and
burqas worn by a few Muslim women in the country and the ski masks and bandannas used by
protesters.
The measure approved on Sunday (Monday AEDT) will outlaw covering one’s face in places like
restaurants, sports stadiums, public transport and on the streets. It foresees exceptions at religious
sites and for security or health reasons, such as face masks people are wearing now to protect
against COVID-19, as well as for traditional Carnival celebrations. Authorities have two years to draw
up detailed legislation.

Monika Ruegsegger-Hurschler, National Councillor SVP, gives an interview at the meeting place of
the supporters of the initiative to ban face coverings in Bern, Switzerland. CREDIT:AP
Two Swiss cantons, or states, Ticino and St Gallen, already have similar legislation that foresees fines
for transgressions. National legislation will put Switzerland in line with countries such as Belgium and
France that have already enacted similar measures.
The Swiss government had opposed the measure as excessive, arguing that full-face coverings were
a “marginal phenomenon”. It argued the ban could harm tourism — most Muslim women who wear
such veils in Switzerland are visitors from well-heeled Persian Gulf states drawn to lakeside cities.
Experts estimate that at most a few dozen Muslim women wear full-face coverings in the country of
8.5 million people.
Supporters of the proposal, which came to a vote five years after it was launched, argued the fullface coverings symbolise the repression of women and said the measure was needed to uphold a
basic principle that faces should be shown in a free society like Switzerland’s.

Milo Yiannopoulos gives up being gay (for Jesus)
From Eternity
A right-wing provocateur banned from entering Australia in 2019 for comments made about Islam
after the Christchurch massacre, Milo Yiannopoulos, has told a pro-life Christian site that he is “exgay” because he is devoted to Jesus Christ “and the works of the Holy, Catholic and Apostolic
Church”…
He confirmed to LifeSite that he has consecrated his life to St Joseph (the patron saint of workers).
“Secular attempts at recovery from sin are either temporary or completely ineffective,” said
Yiannopolous, who married his boyfriend but now claims to have “demoted” him to “housemate”.
“Salvation can only be achieved through devotion to Christ and the works of the Holy, Catholic and
Apostolic Church.
“I don’t mean to suggest it’s been easy, just simple: Our Lord endured worse than any of us and
promised us that we have to take up a heavy cross each day.
“I take this to mean that the more love and the less lust in us, the more we cease to obscure Christ
and instead reveal Him, in whose image we are made.”
When asked by LifeSite what else he would like to add, Yiannopolous said: “As you might expect, my
professional priorities are shifting somewhat, given my new spiritual preoccupations. Over the next
decade, I would like to help rehabilitate what the media calls ‘conversion therapy’. It does work,
albeit not for everybody. As for my other aspirations and plans, well, no change: I’ve always
considered abortion to be the pre-eminent moral horror of human history. I’ll keep saying so — even
more loudly than before.”
“They say if you let one sin in, others will follow, and now I truly know what that means: As I’ve
begun to resist sinful sexual urges, I’ve found myself drinking less, smoking less … I am coming to
realise, however slowly, that lust — per Augustine — is disordered desire for all sorts of things, not
just NFL players.”

